NEW EFFICIENCY FOR
COMPONENT AND
WIRE LABELING
Revolutionary Talk’n Label (pat.
pending) labeling system with
voice recognition saves you time
and money.
Talk'n Label by Devoca frees up your hands
and eyes to concentrate on the essential –
the job. With Talk'n Label, you will vastly
improve your efficiency, by up to 50%.
Just imagine what the time savings and the
error-free labeling will do to your bottom
line!
Talk'n Label works for all of your labeling
needs. Use it on the job, in your shop, or in
the office.
Talk'n Label is simple and intuitive to use.
You will create any label you need with
only four voice commands. Playback and
display will ensure your labels are correct
before you print.
The lightweight and rugged printer follows
you everywhere you go. Clip it to your
belt, attach it to a metal surface, or set it
on your desk.
Continue to answer your phone while on
the job! The headset and microphone with
advanced noise filtering allows for errorfree labels, and provides a crisp and clear
communication for your calls.

Basic Kit:

-Talk'n Label smartphone App
(android)
-Printer with protective cover, AC
cord, and USB cable
-Label cartridge
-Headset with microphone
-Carrying Case

Available Options:

-Magnet
-Windows program for printing from
files
-Smartphone (android)
-Batteries for printer

ON THE JOB
www.devoca.fi

Printer:
-Thermal printer

Talk'n Label App:

-Automatic label cutting
-Adhesive label and shrink
tubing print capability
-180 dpi print quality
-.950" max print width
-Battery or standard AC
operation
-Maximum versatility for
mobile and stationary use
-Bluetooth and USB
connectivity

-Voice recognition
-Keyboard and file input options
-Printer control
-Large selection of fonts, styles
and margins
-Capital and small letters,
standard symbols and images
-Standard or variable text output
length

IN THE OFFICE

Label Options:

-Black print on colored
background
-Adhesive label widths
1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 1"
-Adhesive label colors
white, yellow, red, green,
blue
-Shrink tubing diameters
1/4" and 1/2"
-Shrink tubing colors
white and yellow

ON THE GO

